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GOD’S GRACE –
OR HOW DO WE
ACT WITH GRACE

Christa Lingham

As we pass from summer to autumn in the Southern Hemisphere,
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and the Easter period approaches, it is often good to pause and
reflect on the previous year. The year’s end and the welcoming of
the New Year may be a better time in some people’s mind to reflect
and be grateful for the good things in our lives or where we are in
life. In southern Australia, crops have been harvested, our vegetable
garden is now about halfway through its productive life and the
first of the apples are not that far away from ripening. We have just
juiced the last of the summer oranges and the citrus has set and
is showing promise for next spring. In late summer, early autumn
the Harvest Thanksgiving is celebrated. I remember going to an
Ecumenical Thanksgiving service in a year where the harvest locally
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was very poor due to ongoing drought. The message was to accept

All submissions and correspondence

what had happened and look towards the future because, in reality,

to: Angela Woodburn

the following crop had to be planned and planted in the next couple
of months. We were to behave with Grace.

Communication & Promotion
Temple Society Australia
152 Tucker Road
Bentleigh VIC 3204

But what do we mean by Grace? Looking up the word on dictionary.
com you can find there are seven definitions. Some don’t really
work in this context, such as “move with smoothness and elegance”
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and “behave with courteous goodwill”. The other

getting what you don’t deserve, and not getting

definitions include “manifestation of favour” (and

what you do deserve (Justin Holcomb, What is

Grace here means forgiveness, mercifulness

Grace? Christianity.com accessed 8/2/2018).

and charity), especially by a superior, and it also
includes mercy, clemency and pardon. The last,

The text is called An old man’s trust in God’s grace:

in the Christian belief, is the free and unmerited
favour of God, as manifested in the salvation of

You have taught me since I was a child,

sinners and the bestowal of blessings. It is defined

And I never stop telling about your marvellous

as a virtue from God.

deeds.
Don’t leave me when I am old and my hair turns

Thus the exact meaning of Grace depends very

grey.

much on the context in which it is used. This is

Let me tell future generations about your mighty

even more complicated when reading the Bible,

power.

as there is more than one word that translates to

Your deeds of kindness are known in the heavens

“Grace”. In the New Testament, the word is Charis

No one is like you,

and focuses on the provision of Salvation1.

You made me suffer a lot,
But you will bring me back from this deep pit

Another word for Grace in the Old Testament is

And give me new life.

Chesed. It is used in a number of ways, including

You will make me truly great and take my sorrow

deliverance from enemies, affliction or adversity.

away.

It is also used to describe enablement, daily
guidance, forgiveness and preservation. This

The words show Grace in all its forms. The old

definition may be used to describe something as

man tells how he has always praised God and

broad as the whole of God’s activity toward man

mentioned it to all, how he lived his life according

or as narrow as describing one segment of that

to God’s will and how God’s kindness is known the

activity. The broad view of the word is often carried

world over. However, the psalmist’s life was not

into the secular world as well.

only happy, it also contained sorrow and suffering;
but the strength given by his Faith allowed him to

With such wide-ranging meanings for Grace,

overcome his grief.

I came across the following definition, which
certainly fits the words from our text (Psalm 71,

And that, I believe, is the point of Grace – it is

verses 17-21):

taking the good with the bad and making the best
life you can. Grace is not about judgement or right

A shorthand for what Grace is – ‘mercy not

and wrong, rather it is about making the best of

merit’. Grace is the opposite of karma, which

what you have and still enjoying life. It has been

is all about getting what you deserve. Grace is
1

https://www.allaboutgod.com/definition-of-gods-grace-faq.htm
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said that Grace is best seen in the midst of crime,

It brings to mind the saying that what doesn’t break

brokenness and suffering.

you only makes you stronger. Grace comes from
within you and is not given to you – it is an action

I think Grace is what you do with those adverse

or deed you do for yourself to get on with your

events in your life. When anything happens, you

life. For those of us with Faith it may mean that

can have two responses – accept the event or

we can pray to give us strength and, if need be, to

let it overwhelm you. The problem with letting

forgive ourselves or to treat ourselves with mercy.

events overwhelm you is that you can be stuck

However, by the same token, we must show grace

in that situation for a long time and it can have a

to others. In this context we are not to judge others

paralysing effect on your life. I am not saying that

in how they are dealing with life. We should show

in the event of great sorrow or of being a victim of

them mercy and forgiveness as well.

crime we shouldn’t grieve, be fearful or be angry
– in the moment it is the way we should feel. It is

Many of us are familiar with the hymn Amazing

what we do after the impact of the event that is

Grace and I want to close with some excerpts from

important – if we can accept the event, we can

it:

deal with it. If you accept your fear, then you can
confront it and work out how to deal with it. If you

… I once was lost, but now am found, Was blind,

are suffering, then, by accepting the suffering, you

but now I see.

have more chance of dealing with it – it doesn’t

… ’Twas grace that taught my heart to fear, And

relieve the suffering, but you can think more

grace my fears relieved.

clearly about a solution or how best to minimise

… Through many dangers, toils and snares I have

its impact. It may be that it takes time to come to

already come:

accept an adverse event, but what we need to do
is work towards accepting it. The question ‘why
me?’ should be replaced with ‘what next?’.

		

’Tis grace has brought me safe thus far, And
grace will lead me home.
(John Newton 1725-1807)
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REGIONAL
COUNCIL
UPDATE

Mark Herrmann

A copy of the book Die Tempelgemeinde Stuttgart

TSA’s Participants’ Protection Policy has occurred.

im Wandel der Zeiten, released to coincide with

Copies of the new policy will be placed in our

the 50th anniversary of the Degerloch community

facilities.

facilities, was personally handed over by Kerstin
Kloß (daughter of Dieter Lange and a TGD
Gebietsleitung member), who was visiting Australia
and touring the south-eastern corner of our country
with her daughter Josephin (Josy) during January.
Membership applications from Franz Hesse
and Monika Herrmann were welcomed and
unanimously accepted.

Ingrid Hoffmann began her Sydney Community
Faith Facilitator role in January and is settling in to
her position.
On the property management front, the Bayswater
shed project (with TTHA) has been contracted (and
should be completed around April or May), the
Hall roofing project is now scheduled for over the
Easter school holidays (but will probably extend

We were shocked and saddened to learn of the

a week into term 2) and commencement of the

sudden and unexpected passing of Dr Jens Mohr

Chapel drainage project is still to be finalised.

(AGWS President) in January, while on holiday
in Germany with wife Linde, visiting their son.
Jens brought his vast business experience to the
workings of the TTHA Board, where he served as
Vice-Chairman for a number of years. Given his
important functions for and within the AGWS, Jens
was the main conduit for the AGWS on matters
relating to the aged care facility and was a tireless
advocate for the German community.
Important concepts such as a community
membership, a hub at Bayswater, RC governance
and TSA structure, vital discussion topics about
and for our future, were further considered.
In light of the Victorian Child Safe Standards and
Reportable Conduct Scheme, a revision of the
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COMMUNITY CARE

Martina Eaton

This year is set to be a busy one for me and

drive. Please bring your donations to Sommerfest

collective groans of parents who have been through

templesociety.org.au/foodbank. We also have the

my family. Our son is in Year 12 (I can hear the

this before and the gasps from others who still

remember my 8-year-old on a Kids’ Club camp).
Time flies!

– see our webpage for a list of ideas. Go to www.
Men’s Advance in April, the Women’s Retreat in

August and the Family Fun Day in September in
Bentleigh.

We, as a family, attended a very interesting

As this is my 10th year working for the TSA, I

Gregory Nicolau, a psychologist, speaking. He

Humans of the Temple Society. Similar to the

information evening last night at his school with
reiterated three main points in the almost two-hour
talk, and they were: Breathe, Listen Deeply and

Connect. He also told us that parents need to be

the “Captain of the Ship”– in other words, to help
your young adult manage the challenges of VCE,

WE need to oversee the voyage – ensure they stay

on course, give them the necessary tools and skills

to keep the ship afloat. A quiet place to study, food,
drinks... your time. Ensure they have time off to do

things they love, as well as just having downtime to
play a game, have a nap, go for a run. And, finally,
to put ourselves in their shoes.

For those of us with teenagers studying VCE this

year – when you feel the lid beginning to blow off
the pot as you have run out of dishes because

would REALLY love to run a small project called
project Humans of New York, I am keen to speak

to our community and document stories of people
who have achieved amazing things. This could

be climbing Mt Everest, designing and tailoring

clothes for well-known people, doing interesting

work in science, maths, art and music. Anything.
The sky is the limit. So, if you know of someone

with an interesting story, talent or job who might
be prepared to have a chat to me, I would love
to speak with you. I want to speak to all age

groups and to different people who have done

extraordinary things. If you want to know more

about my idea, give me a call. And even if you don’t
think it is particularly special or remarkable, you

never know, you might be just who I am looking for!

they are all on your teenager’s desk after you have

Telelink will be held on March 2 and 16 at 2.30pm.

– remember to think to yourself: if standing in their

It is held fortnightly for one hour only and topics are

slid food under their door for the last three nights

shoes, what would I want to hear right now? That
breathing, listening and connection will help you

We welcome both men and women to participate!
varied and interesting.

get through this year. Good luck my friends!

Unfortunately, due to a lack of bookings, the Matter

Another reason this year will be busy is because we

is something you would like to attend later in the

have some wonderful events planned for all ages.
Sommerfest is happening on Sunday, March 18,

and we will be raising money for CHAMPION with

a plant sale, raffle and guess-the-number of Easter

of Trust workshop in February was cancelled. If this
year, please let me know and I will reschedule it.
Keep smiling!

eggs in the jar, as well as a food and toiletries

CONTACT ME: Martina Eaton | Community Care Worker | M: 0433 335 815 | E: careworker@templesociety.org.au
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YOUTH

Cath Shelley

TSA Youth
TSA Youth will run every second week of the month on
alternating Fridays (7.00pm to 9.00pm) and Saturdays
(TBA). Dates in April are Friday 13 and Saturday 28.

Youth Night – TSA’s Minute to Win It!
Friday, March 9

Happy
Birthday!
Alex Herrmann
Finn Loebert
Nathaniel Ware

Join the new highly anticipated game show TSA Minute to Win It. We all know the international game show,
where contestants take part in a series of 60-second challenges using objects commonly available around
the house. But did you know the series was coming to the Bentleigh Hall? Join us for a night of laughter,
fun, prizes and friends!
Times:

7pm to 9pm

Bring:

Your game face

Cost: 		
Transport:
RSVP:

$0

Dependent on numbers, pick-up available from Bayswater
Please contact Cath ASAP! (details below)

Family Water Fun Day
Saturday, March 24
Due to interest, but a clash of dates, this was moved from February to March!

Let’s have one last day out before the cooler weather sets in; has anyone else been intrigued by the

upgrades to the ol’ Gumbuya Park? Let’s see what Gumbuya World has to offer – new exciting water slides
for those who haven’t been? Or a curious trip down reminiscence drive for our parents?
Times:

12pm to 6pm (this includes travel times)

		

$$ capped for families – enquire with Cath!

Cost: 		
Bring:

Transport:
RSVP:

$35 per person (including all day access to theme park),
All your swimming gear, a picnic lunch, snacks and drinks for the day, hat and sunscreen!
Dependent on numbers, pick-ups available from both Bentleigh and Bayswater
Please contact Cath ASAP! (details below)

CONTACT & RSVP: Cath Shelley | Youth & Activities Coordinator | M: 0468 338 655 | E: cath@templesociety.org.au
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SYDNEY FAITH

Ingrid Hoffmann

From a certain perspective, any beginning can be

Thirteen years after settling in Australia, we have

part of a continuum. My colleague Jan’s report in

had our own church for one year. Earlier we held

this issue touches on the reconnections I’ve been

our Services in the German Protestant Church in

making with Templers and associates during my

Sydney. It was a long journey by bus and train,

orientation in a new role.

and only a short time there, as a number of other
groups held their religious services at the same

Jan’s work clearly enriches the lives of our
Sydney Templer community, a continuation
methinks of earlier times, where love, support and
interconnection were fundamental to community

time. So our Community Head Gustav Beilharz
together with a committee looked to buy our own
church.

building. How fortunate I am to resurface in this

The one chosen is reasonably central, about thirty

continuum amid our shared values.

minutes’ drive for most people. Easily fifty years

Thinking about Sydney origins, I recently asked
Doris Frank for archival information about the
Meadowbank church. She kindly forwarded a
fascinating letter from 55 years ago that was
published in the Warte No.2/1963, part of which,
translated by Doris, is reproduced here:

old, it is quite small, but just right for around 200
Templers (active, passive, children and close
friends). It covers three building blocks encircled
by established trees. Additional purchases
include 100 stackable chairs, 15 foldable tables,
a piano, a carpet runner, four lamps and a
lawnmower. Men undertake repairs to the fence,

CONTACT ME: Ingrid Hoffmann | Sydney Community Faith Facilitator | M: 0448 930 573 | E: ingrid@templesociety.org.au
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painting, sanding and gardening every second

little church was last October [1962] for Ernst

Saturday, while we women have a cleaning roster.

Hoffmann and Hanni Gohl, and many contributed

Gustav Beilharz mostly gives Services and is
sometimes relieved by Otto Wurst. The church
administrator is Herbert Uhlherr, with treasurer

few young people and so it is mainly middleaged people who participate.

Eugen Steller. Our standing committee includes

Our first Christmas bazaar at the end of

Herbert and Traude Uhlherr, Ruth Steller, Kurt

November raised one hundred pounds, enabling

Beck, Philipp Wurst, Karl Hübner, Erich Birkner

us to present more events.

and me.

The purchase of the church has been worth

The larger space is for the Service, the second

it, since it has generated much more interest

is a wide kitchen and the third, a hall where, on

overall.

the fourth Sunday of the month after the Service,
we gather amiably over coffee, tea and cakes.
Much was donated: money, a picture of founder
Christoph Hoffmann, cutlery, vases, towels, an
old heater and a radiogram. We established a
mixed choir led by Elfriede Benz and Erni Decker,
and Elly Steller leads our Womens’ Group of
between 20 and 30. Our first wedding in the
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My educated guess is that the writer of this letter,
back in 1963, was none other than Ilse Birkner. If
so inspired, please do pass on your knowledge or
comments, or your own recollections of the period,
by email to me or phone to the Bentleigh Office to
forward.

SYDNEY CARE

Jan Johnson

Already into March, the days seem to be flying by!

be promoting the TSA and working together

getting older? Time is such a precious thing – it

will overlap and sometimes it will be completely

Is it just because life is full or is it because I am

may not be as tangible as material possessions,

but I think it is even more precious than gold. Carl
Sandberg hits the mark with his quote: “A man

must find time for himself. Time is what we spend

throughout our annual events. Sometimes our work
separate, but we are both here to support you in

any way we can, just as the Focus Group members
will continue to do.

our lives with. If we are not careful we find others

Last month was a special service at Meadowbank

for a man to go away by himself and experience

Cameron Stewart. Loretta and Brian provided all

spending it for us… It is necessary now and then

loneliness; to sit on a rock in the forest and to ask

of himself, ‘Who am I, and where have I been, and
where am I going?’ ... If one is not careful, one

allows diversions to take up one’s time – the stuff
of life.” Diversion and procrastination can be a

waste of time, but we are all guilty of putting off

those things that would be so much easier to deal
with if we just did them! Put it into practice, see

what happens… I guarantee you will feel more in

control and not so flustered. Now all I have to do is
try this myself! This is my challenge – what is your
challenge this month?

with the presentation of our newest addition,

of the catering for the day. Ingrid Turner presented
Cameron to his Sydney Templer ‘family’ in a warm
and touching way; Ingrid Hoffmann provided the

main address on the subject of giving, with insights
arising from a humble gift given by the poor widow
in the biblical telling.

Our first TSA Night Out will be on March 16 at

Sahra by the River, 2/76 Phillip Street, Parramatta.
The RSVP has been extended to March 9 at the
latest.

As mentioned in the previous month’s Templer Talk,

Many of you have had a visit from me,

accompanied by our Faith Facilitator Ingrid
Hoffmann. She is enjoying connecting and

reconnecting with you all and receiving feedback
from you. She is committed to addressing our

spiritual direction and increasing the use of our

hall to promote the ethos and values of the Temple
Society Australia to the local community. If you

would like a visit from Ingrid, please contact her to
arrange a time to meet – she is very approachable
and interested in all of our opinions and any

questions you may have. Ingrid and I are working
cohesively to support you in all aspects of your
life; Ingrid’s role is to offer spiritual support and

mine is to aid with practical support. We will both

Linda Roberts will be presenting When Palestine

was Home on March 25, the day of our pre-Easter
service. It will be held directly after lunch in the
back hall at Meadowbank. Please bring some
finger food to share for lunch.

The Men’s Advance is almost here – hopefully

you men received an email invitation to this event
running from April 20 to 22. If you didn’t and you

are interested, please phone me or the Melbourne
Office.

We also have the Women’s Retreat from August

17 to 19 in Yarra Junction. Don’t forget to save the
date for this; it is looking to be a great weekend!

CONTACT ME: Jan Johnson | Sydney Community Support Worker | M: 0412 731 101 | E: jan@templesociety.org.au
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CHAMPION

Jacinta Aulsebrook

As Easter is upon us, it is an excellent time to

every Wednesday and some extra volunteers

reflect on the people, families and children who

to assist us with our monthly delivery. If you, or

may be dealing with personal and financial

someone you know, are thinking of how you could

struggles.

give back to your community, come in and talk to

Easter, like Christmas, is a time to spend with
friends and our family to show how much we
appreciate their love and support. Some people

us! It won’t cost you anything but your time, and
you might be surprised just how little time it takes
for so much reward!

may not have any friends or family around them to

A Happy Easter to you all, and enjoy spending time

spend time with.

with those dearest to you.

We have so many clients coming to see us who
want and enjoy just having someone to spend

Want to help this month?

time with or someone to talk to; and that is what
we strive to provide for them. Yes, some may be

This month we are low on basic supplies in our

struggling to put food on the table or into lunch

pantry: tinned fruit, coffee, sugar, sandwich/

boxes, but the importance of CHAMPION is to also
provide an outlet for them to discuss why or how
they are dealing with their situation.
It is the role of Martina and me to provide support
and guidance to our clients for whatever they

snap lock bags and cleaning products.
Any donation we receive helps us out so much
and we appreciate every single one of them.
Thank you for thinking of us.

may be dealing with in their personal lives. Our
volunteers are vital to our work, as without them
we would not be able to see and support everyone.
Our volunteers come from all different places.
Some have received support from us in the past
and now wish to provide assistance to others to
show their appreciation. Others are working on
their Diploma of Community Services and some
just want to give back to their community. We
always need more volunteers, as a place like
CHAMPION thrives when we have people to cover
all the roles. Currently we are seeking someone to
help us with the pickup of our fruit and vegetables

CONTACT ME: Jacinta Aulsebrook | CHAMPION Support Worker | E: champion@templesociety.org.au
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Eva Simo

TTHA

Preparations are well underway for another
eventful year ahead. Plans are certainly afoot for
another scrumptious year in our kitchen! Each

The sweet sounds of summer are slowly drifting
away and, while our days stay warm and
somewhat comfortable of late, the hint of autumn
is just around the corner. Before we know it, we’ll
be raking up those beautifully coloured leaves,
collecting them as keepsakes (they make great
bookmarks!) and resting in the gentleness of the
autumn breezes.

month includes a nominated international holiday
or celebratory event to highlight our multicultural
community and the delicious and varied cuisines
we are so fortunate to taste and share.
Our information and educational sessions will, of
course, continue at regular intervals throughout
the year, giving you and your loved ones the
opportunity to hear about changes and what’s new

Wasn’t it just yesterday that we were celebrating
Christmas? 2017 was an eventful year in itself and
we certainly finished it off with a bang at TTHA with
wonderful celebrations. Our staff united once again
for the annual staff Christmas party, all bearing gifts
to share.

in aged care and independent living.
We also take great pleasure in letting you know
what plans we have ahead for our facility, what
developments we are making and how these will
enhance the lives of all of our residents.

Our independent living unit and aged care
residents also shared in some wonderful festivities
and Christmas fare, along with some fabulous
entertainment. Such a joyous time and 2018 will be
no different.
We are so fortunate to have such a dedicated team
of staff and volunteers who commit so much of
their time and energy into making each year so
special for everyone.

CONTACT ME: Eva Simo | Chief Executive Officer | P: 8720 1300 | E: eva.simo@ttha.org.au
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Tempelgesellschaft in
Deutschland News
On January 15, and in her eightieth year, loyal

Problems with the bank in Jerusalem that had

member Renate Pfau passed away. Renate did not

demanded a personal appearance and new

join the TGD through family affiliation, but out of

signatures in the summer led to the closure of the

conviction, and will be greatly missed.

TGD account, so that there were already reminders
from the water and power authorities. Thanks to

The weekend seminar (May 4-6) has again been

the support of lawyer Racheli, all matters could

booked Auf dem Schönblick. The theme is our

be settled through a personal meeting at the bank

dealings with “strange things and strangers”,

headquarters.

whether through other cultures, religions, music
and art, in other people or even ourselves.

In addition, a new gardener for the cemetery in
Jerusalem was required; for some time there had

Following the wish of the membership, the

been general dissatisfaction with the unreliable

Mitgliederversammlung (annual general meeting)

previous gardener and the enormously high water

has been moved from the Saturday before the

consumption. Thankfully, Schwester Daniela

Dankfest in October to an earlier date. This year it

Gabor from the Borromäerinnen helped in securing

will be held on Saturday, July 21, together with the

a young gardener, who has made a very good

community Sommerfest.

impression.

Last November’s week-long trip to Israel by a TGD

A worker repaired damaged gravestone mounts

delegation was in order to address urgent cemetery

with a colleague, stabilising and straightening

matters.

loose and dangerously crooked headstones. A
conversation with an architect about the planned

In Haifa, there are problems with the slipping of

gate in the rear wall took place. The frustrating

a short section of the rear external wall, which

affair with the neighbour, however, continues –

is obviously related to severe vibrations caused

construction waste still lies in the rear section of

by a significant increase in nearby rail traffic.

the cemetery, despite the neighbour having been

The gardener there also patched up headstones

legally obliged to remove the material in 2015.

which had been deliberately damaged in the
summer. The German Embassy intervened at the
city administration and the police; the underage
perpetrators were caught shortly thereafter.
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NOTICES

Wilhelma, main street circa 1912-1914
Photo courtesy of Doris Frank, TSA Archives

TALKING TEMPLER: WORKSHOPS ON THE
FAITH AND PHILOSOPHY UNDERPINNING THE
TEMPLE SOCIETY
Talking Templer will be presented in a fun and

friendly, accessible manner, to ensure a relaxed
atmosphere where participants can feel free to

•

Friday, June 1 Temple Society – a brief history

•

Friday, June 15 Temple Society Australia – a faith

contribute. Participants do not need to attend all

sessions in the series. Although the content will build
on understandings developed in previous sessions,
each is self-contained.

All sessions will take place in the Bayswater Chapel

from 7.30 pm, are each of about 1½ hours’ duration
(followed by supper) and offered at no cost to
participants.

Friday, April 13 Temple Society – an overview of

•

Friday, May 4 God, prayer and spirituality – a

a progressive religious community

Templer perspective

Friday, May 18 Jesus and the Bible – a Templer
perspective

The sessions will culminate with our Founding Day
service on Sunday, June 24 at 10.00 am.

Please register with the TSA Office by emailing
tsa@templesociety.org.au or calling 03 9557

6713. If Friday evenings don’t suit, or you live at

a distance, please register your interest anyway,

so that alternative arrangements (including online

•

•

community for the 21st century

workshops) can be considered. Child minding can
also be made available, if required.

For more information, please contact me.

Renate Beilharz
E: beilharz.renate@gmail.com
M: 0439 562 802
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Volunteers
Sommerfest simply wouldn’t happen without them
– we need many!

Saturday, March 17
Sommerfest will be held on Sunday, March 18. The

Set up will begin on-site at 9.30am.

and activities from 11.00am.

Sunday, March 18

A range of children’s activities will be on offer. We

Volunteers are needed for car parking, bagging/

day will start with a 10.00am service in the Chapel

have pretzels for sale, second-hand books, craft
stalls and refreshments (including a coffee van!).
Your entry contribution is $10 per car or $5 if
arriving on foot.

A tasty lunch will be available from 12.00pm for
$10.

supervising the children’s activities. Can you help
for an hour or so? Please contact either Heinz

Wagner on 0401 817 029 or Mieka Decker on 0400
516 916.

Youth members and friends are required for selling
ice-creams and drinks and for helping with stalls

Market stalls will be set up in the Hall and there is

room for more. The cost is $20 per stall to be paid
in advance. If interested, please contact the TSA
Office on 9557 6713 or Cath on 0468 338 655.

For you to enjoy the day, organise your family and
friends to attend; bring your picnic gear (including

cutlery and crockery and BYO cake) and find your
special spot under the trees. Hot water will be

available from the kitchen, with a selection of cakes
for sale.
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selling pretzels, serving lunch, selling books and
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and car parking. Please ring Cath Shelley on 0468
338 655 if you can assist.

KIDS’ ACTIVITIES
Kids’ activities this year will be free of charge:
•

Animal farm

•

Trampoline

•
•

Tractor rides
Book crafts for all ages

WOMEN’S RETREAT:
CHANGE OF DATE &
LOCATION

SYDNEY EVENTS

In the February Templer Talk Community Care article it stated

11.45am

Shoreham. It will now be from August 17 to 19, 2018 at Yarra

Friday, March 16

that the Women’s Retreat would be held in September at

Junction. Please change the dates in your diaries/calendars
and adjust childcare arrangements if necessary.

Martina Eaton

Friday, March 9
Seniors’ Group
Blacktown Workers Sports Club

TSA Night Out
Sahra Restaurant, Parramatta 7.00pm

Sunday, March 25
Pre-Easter Service
Elder: Ingrid Hoffmann

WHAT’S HAPPENING
WITH MEN’S SHED?

10.30am

The first outing for Men’s Shed 2018 will be the Queen Vic

DONATE BLOOD

Night Markets on Wednesday, March 21. We can sample
street vendor food and some ales while listening to live
music.

followed by lunch and When Palestine
was Home by Linda Roberts

The Temple Society Australia is now
registered as a group with the Australian
Red Cross Blood Service.

Please meet at McDonald’s, 501 Elizabeth Street

(Melbourne) at 7.00pm and we will proceed from there.

Members of the TSA giving blood can

necessary.

the Temple Society Australia Group. Just

Bernie Hoefer
M: 0429 990 703
E: hoovy@bigpond.com

donating.

I can be contacted before or on the night. No RSVP

now nominate their donation as part of
mention it to the nurse at the time of

Bernie Hoefer
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A YOUTHFUL THANK YOU
TO THE TSA
As you may all know, my time as the TSA Youth

COMING SERVICES
Sunday, March 18
Sommerfest Service

Coordinator has now come to a close.

Bayswater Chapel

For the last six months of 2017 I have been working very

10.00am

closely with our new TSA Youth & Activities Coordinator
Cath Shelley to smoothly transfer the care of our youth
program, community members and friends, into Cath’s
capable hands!

That transition is now complete and I would like to take
this opportunity to extend my heartfelt thanks to all

the fabulous people who have made my job as Youth

Coordinator the most enjoyable and rewarding work I

have ever had the privilege to do! THANK YOU to all the

Elders: Christine and Harald Ruff

Sunday, March 25
Sydney Pre-Easter Service
Meadowbank Hall
Elder: Ingrid Hoffmann
10.30am

Sunday, March 25

families, young people and TSA members and friends for

Service

this time.

Elder: Theo Richter

your support, friendship, encouragement and help over

Special thanks need to go to all the wonderful volunteers

who have helped with camps, youth activities, committees,
resource groups and programs over the last 17 years,

TTHA
10.30am

Thursday, March 28

as well as all the youth leaders, playgroup coordinators

Agape

mention our wonderful TSA Office staff. I have always felt

Elder: Herta Uhlherr

and Elders I’ve had the pleasure of working with; not to

completely supported and valued as a team member by
all!

I wish Cath all the best in her new position as Youth &

Activities Coordinator and I know that our community,
families and young people will give her all the

encouragement, support and commitment that will make
her time in this role just as memorable.

I have really enjoyed watching so many gorgeous

young people grow up and develop within our Templer

community and I look forward to continuing to be part of

many more fabulous moments... just from the ‘other side
of the wall’ instead.

Susi Richter
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Bayswater Chapel
6.00pm

Friday, March 29
Good Friday Service
Bentleigh Hall
Elder: Mark Herrmann
10.00am

Sunday, April 1
Easter Sunday Service
Bayswater Chapel
Elder: Renate Weber
10.00am

BIRTHDAYS

ROSTERS

Wir gratulieren herzlich zum Geburtstag unserer Mitglieder:

Bayswater Flowers
Sunday, March 18

Vyrna Beilharz		

83		

Irene Blaich		

85

Gisela Bulach		

82

Sunday, April 1

Werner Ehmann		

89

Imi Roscher

Otto Fauser		

80

Matthias Franz		

82

Bayswater Lawnmowing
Week ending March 11

Margot Froeschle

78

Thomas Knaub

Manfred Haering		

80

Gudrun Knodler		

77

Herman Löbert		

83

Rudolf Schwarzbauer

79

Luise Wagner 		

92

Sommerfest Service
Hella Edelmaier
Ilse Nicholson
Easter Sunday Service

Uli Hoefer

Bentleigh Flowers
Friday, March 30
Good Friday Service
Heidi Richter

Bentleigh Lawnmowing
Saturday, March 3

und wünschen auch allen hier nicht angeführten

Geburtstagskindern alles Gute und Schöne zum neuen
Lebensjahr – Happy Birthday!

Heinz and Ralph Edelmaier

Saturday, March 17

Mark and Dane Rainbird

FOCUS ON DEMENTIA
TTHA is partnering with Dementia Australia to provide world class education to our staff, residents and their
representatives.

On Thursday, March 22 (5.30pm to 7.00pm), a trainer from Dementia Australia will share information and

facts about dementia, communication strategies and understanding of the services that can assist both the
resident and their family members. Come along and meet the clinical team as well as other members of the
TTHA community.

Numbers are limited to 25. Bookings can be made with TTHA reception on 8720 1333 or by emailing:
ttha@ttha.org.au

For more information on dementia, go to www.dementia.org.au
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March 2018
2

FRI

World Day of Prayer
Telelink 2.30pm

5

MON

RC TTHA Ba 6.30pm

7

WED

Social Dance Group Ba 1.30pm to 3.00pm

9

FRI

12

MON

Labour Day (Vic)

13

TUE

March Templer Reflections published
Be Frauenverein 12.00 noon

16

FRI

Sy Templers’ Night Out Sahra by the River 7.00pm
Telelink 2.30pm

18

SUN

Sommerfest Ba
Ba Sommerfest Service 10.00am

19

MON

Deadline April Templer Talk

21

WED

Harmony Day
Social Dance Group Ba 1.30pm to 3.00pm
Men’s Shed at Queen Vic Night Markets 7.00pm

22

THU

Focus on Dementia TTHA 5.30pm to 7.00pm

24

SAT

Family Water Fun Day Gumbuya World

25

SUN

Sy Pre-Easter Service 10.30am
TTHA Service 10.30am

27

TUE

TSAL Be 7.30pm

29

THU

Term 1 ends (Vic)
Ba Agape 6.00pm

30

FRI

Good Friday
Be Good Friday Service 10.00am

31

SAT

Easter Saturday

SUN

Easter Sunday
Daylight Saving Time ends
Ba Easter Sunday Service 10.00am

1

Sy Seniors’ Group 11.45am
Youth Night TSA’s Minute to Win It! Be 7pm to 9pm

E tsa@templesociety.org.au | W templesociety.org.au | T 03 9557 6713

